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A man is made by his beliefs. As he believes, so he becomes. - Lord Krishna  

 

As we venture in this eco age of restructuring of resources, ITL Public School takes a leap forward to sensitize 

ITLeens to be catalysts of change this Janmashtami. Committed to promoting a culture of Sustainable festivals, 

we pledge to save, reduce, recycle, reuse and repurpose this festival season, we pray and wish the world to join 

hands, have one voice towards happier and sustainable communities. Empathy, mindful actions and self-belief 

can bring about true change and together we can usher in a better tomorrow. The young ITLeens enacted Krishna 

Leela, shared the teachings of Shri Krishna, sang songs and also made a tree of virtues. It was a learning 

experience for the students. 

 Classes I-V- To spread the message of the Bhagwat Gita. Students enacted the various phases of the life 

of Lord Krishna. They decorated the paper matkis, flute and crown. They sang a melodious song and 

danced as well. 

 Classes VI-VIII- Students engaged in the festivities in a sustainable and eco-friendly manner while 

they adorned and embellished clay pots with vibrant hues and planted a sapling in the same, to gift it 

to their near and dear ones, on this joyous occasion. 

 Classes IX-X- Students participated in an insightful activity ‘My Karma Tree’ and ‘The Tree of 

Virtues’ to highlight the significance of right actions and good conduct for a sustainable lifestyle. 

Students were oriented about the essence of the teachings of Lord Krishna.  

 Classes XI-XII- ‘My Fisheye’ activity was conducted wherein students pasted their 

‘fisheye’(goal/target) written on a sticky note on a fish cut-out. This was done to highlight the 

significance of focus/concentration on one’s goal. 

 

       



 

  

 


